READ ALL ABOUT THE DYP CENTER FOR REFUGEES HERE AT:
https://www.bbc.com/news/stories-42270275

Become a Holiday Hero
November 24, 2018

URGENT NEED: SAVE THE DYP CENTER FOR REFUGEES!
The Do Your Part (DYP) Center for Refugees in Greece serves 600 people who
have fled unimaginable conditions and extreme violence in their home country
of Syria and walked over 1200 miles in a desperate bid for the chance at a
better life for their families. With winter approaching, these people, including
75 pregnant and nursing Moms and almost 300 children (90 of whom are
under 2 years old), are languishing in a poorly run refugee camp that simply
does not provide for their basic needs. Their only sanctuary for humanitarian
aid is the DYP Center for Refugees just down the street from their camp. They
provide free medical care, language classes, and collect and distribute warm
winter clothing, diapers and nutritious food for pregnant and nursing Moms
who aren’t getting enough to eat. Click here to help save the DYP Center.
Today, as the holidays set in and we dust off our Christmas ornaments with
great anticipation, we have learned that the Center is in trouble. The funds
that once poured out upon the refugee crisis have slowed to a trickle and the
Center is out of money. If we don’t help them now, they will be forced to
close their doors and the 600 refugees at the neighboring camp will be
left alone. They need our help.

About the DYP Center for Refugees
and Lisa Campbell
The DYP Center for Refugees was created by our friend, Lisa Campbell, when
the Greek government closed down the refugee camp she had run for two
years for political reasons, then reopened it 5 months later under government
control with a whole new refugee community (this time from Syria). Knowing
something of the negligence that would follow for the people she had come to
love, Lisa, who has now been working for 3 years without pay, couldn’t bare to
leave these people alone in their desperation. So she and her volunteer Do

Your Part team set up the Center just down the street to help meet their basic
needs that would otherwise go unmet.
Lisa is the Executive Director of a small grassroots, all volunteer 501(c)3 nonprofit organization called Do Your Part (DYP), the organization that runs the
DYP Center for Refugees. Do Your Part runs entirely on private donations and
does not receive government or large corporate funding. After three years of
selfless service to the refugees, Lisa’s also got a backlog of expenses. If you are
happy for your donation to be used to either directly cover the expenses of the
community center OR to help cover Lisa’s expenses, please add “use for
greatest need” in the comment section when you donate! Make a one-time
donation.

